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Supplies to bring to class; available for purchase (except machines) at Pacific Fabrics: 
 
*sharp fabric cutting scissors (please test on fabric before class) & a small pair of scissors for thread 
*pins in a pincushion (preferably pins with a glass or plastic round head),  
*seam ripper with a cover,  
*Wash-Away Wonder Tape (for ALL the projects), 
*Sew On Snag Free Velcro is a one-piece design Velcro that sticks to itself but does not snag doll's skin, it is in 
a package containing 1 yard in either white or black (DO NOT BUY ANY STICKY BACK OR IRON-ON VELCRO 
for this class--we MUST USE the SEW ON VELCRO ONLY--needed for t-shirt, pj top, & hooded fleece robe, 
*good quality Mettler brand 100% polyester Metrosene all-pupose thread. Please do NOT bring any 
poly/cotton or dual duty type threads, since these tend to shred & are discouraging for beginning sewers to use 
(they also clog up the tensions in the machines),  
*A zig-zag sewing machine in good sewing condition, zig-zag presser foot, sewing machine needles, & 
bobbins (if you have other feet, please include them as well as the tools for the machine). If you don't own a 
machine, you can reserve a classroom machine ahead of time for use in class. Pick up a machine 
accessory kit at the front desk on the day of class (return it to the front after class). 
 

Choose a project from the list below (listed in order of sewing difficulty): 
1. Leggings (easiest to make for beginners & young sewers) 1/3 yard of knit fabric, thread to match, 9" of 1/4"-
wide elastic, 2 small 1" safety pins it’s enough fabric for t-shirt, if there’s time). 
2. Raglan Sleeve T-Shirt (next easiest to make, but just a bit harder) 1/4 yard knit fabric, thread to match, 4" of 
Sew On Snag Free Velcro, 3/4 yard of optional trim for sleeve & shirt hems plus thread to match trim. 
3. Pull-on PJ Pants (a bit more difficult to make, better for experienced machine sewers) 1/3 yard of flannel or 
other woven fabric, thread to match, 9" of 1/4"-wide elastic, 2 small 1" safety pins, 1/2 yard of optional trim to 
decorate leg hems plus thread to match trim (it’s enough fabric for pj top, if there's time). 
4. PJ Top - (more difficult to make, better for more experienced machine sewers) 1/4 yard flannel or other woven 
fabric, thread to match, 4" of Sew On Snag Free Velcro, 3/4 yard of optional trim for sleeve & shirt hems plus 
thread to match trim. 
5. Hooded Fleece Robe (more difficult to make, best for more experienced machine sewers) 3/8 yard polar 
fleece, thread to match, 9" of Sew On Snag Free Velcro, 2 yards optional trim for front & hem edges of coat, 
hood, & sleeves plus thread to match trim. 
6. NIghtgown (most difficult to make, best for very experienced machine sewers) 1/2 yard of knit or woven 
fabric, thread to match, 7/8 yard of ruffled lace trim for hem plus thread to match trim, 2/3 yard of 1/4”-wide elastic, 
1/2 yard of optional ribbon for bow on front neck. 
 

Parents, please be sure there will be an adult to pick up a child shortly after class ends. The classroom might be 
needed for the next class (not necessarily my class). Thank you for your cooperation. You may contact Gloria if 
you have any questions at gloriayoung@comcast.net 
 

All materials may be purchased at Pacific Fabrics with a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying supplies for 
this class at the register to receive this discount. 
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